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Haplotype Sharing Provides Insights into
Fine-Scale Population History and Disease in Finland
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Finland provides unique opportunities to investigate population and medical genomics because of its adoption of unified national

electronic health records, detailed historical and birth records, and serial population bottlenecks. We assembled a comprehensive

view of recent population history (%100 generations), the timespan during whichmost rare-disease-causing alleles arose, by comparing

pairwise haplotype sharing from 43,254 Finns to that of 16,060 Swedes, Estonians, Russians, and Hungarians from geographically

and linguistically adjacent countries with different population histories. We find much more extensive sharing in Finns, with at least

one R 5 cM tract on average between pairs of unrelated individuals. By coupling haplotype sharing with fine-scale birth records

from more than 25,000 individuals, we find that although haplotype sharing broadly decays with geographical distance, there are

pockets of excess haplotype sharing; individuals from northeast Finland typically share several-fold more of their genome in iden-

tity-by-descent segments than individuals from southwest regions. We estimate recent effective population-size changes through

time across regions of Finland, and we find that there was more continuous gene flow as Finns migrated from southwest to northeast

between the early- and late-settlement regions than was dichotomously described previously. Lastly, we show that haplotype sharing

is locally enriched by an order of magnitude among pairs of individuals sharing rare alleles and especially among pairs sharing rare dis-

ease-causing variants. Our work provides a general framework for using haplotype sharing to reconstruct an integrative view of recent

population history and gain insight into the evolutionary origins of rare variants contributing to disease.
Introduction

Most rare variants that play a critical role in diseases today

arose during approximately the last 100 generations and

provide signatures of population history.1 Recent large-

scale DNA sequencing consortia efforts have demonstrated

that one of the most predictive features of pathogenicity is

allele frequency, given that most disease-causing variants

are rare and thus relatively young.2,3 These variants have

not yet been fully exposed to the forces of natural selection

that common, older variants have survived. However,

aside from de novo variants in early-onset developmental

phenotypes, the role of recently evolved, large-effect vari-

ants in common disease is largely uncharacterized. Stron-

ger effects are most likely not confined to de novo variants

but could persist for several generations; however, it has

been difficult to identify this class of variation with
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single-variant analyses because such analyses have

extremely limited power, especially for scenarios involving

incomplete penetrance.4,5 It is imperative that we better

understand recent population genetic history because it

bounds the ability of natural selection to purge deleterious

variants during the most relevant period for producing dis-

ease-conferring variants subject to negative selection.6,7

Furthermore, standard GWAS approaches typically include

principal components to correct for population structure,

but this is insufficient for rare variants.8 Haplotype-based

methods have two major benefits over single-variant

approaches for inferences into demographic history and

disease association: (1) as opposed to commonly used

site-frequency-based approaches,9 they are more informa-

tive of population history during the last tens to hundreds

of generations, and (2) they can expose disease-causing

rare variants at the population level without necessitating
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deep whole-genome sequencing. Rather, haplotype

sharing can take advantage of massive, readily-available

GWAS array data. Although these advantages have been

theoretically recognized when sample sizes were relatively

small,10,11 they have been underutilized in the modern

genomics era.

Finland provides a convenient example from which

population history and rare disease associations can be

inferred because of its unified electronic health records as

well as the founder effect elicited by serial population

bottlenecks. In addition to the out-of-Africa bottleneck

experienced by all of Europe, Finland underwent multiple

additional bottlenecks over the last few thousand years,

and the Finnish founder population size is estimated to

have included 3,000–24,000 individuals.12–16 Archaeolog-

ical evidence indicates that Finland has been continuously

but sparsely inhabited since the end of the last ice age

�10.9 kya,14 when a small population of not more than

a few thousand early hunter-gatherers first settled

throughout Finland mostly from the south and to a lesser

extent from the east and west.17 An ancient DNA study

using samples dated to 6,000–9,500 years old across

Sweden, Norway, and the Baltic Islands found evidence

of multiple migration events into Scandinavia, where an

east-west genetic gradient opposed the geographical

gradient of modern populations.18 A cultural split in

approximately 2,300 BC was hypothesized to separate

the western and eastern areas of Finland, termed the early-

and late-settlement regions (ESRs and LSRs), upon the

arrival of the Corded Ware culture, which was primarily

restricted to the southwestern and coastal regions of the

country; this split has been supported by Y chromosome

and mitochondrial DNA as well as historical data.17,19,20

During the last two millennia, a series of founding, extinc-

tion, and re-colonization events took place before contin-

uous habitation coincident with agriculture.21 The ESR,

encompassing the southern and western colonized regions

of Finland, was more densely and permanently settled

beginning �4,000 years ago, whereas the LSR, encompass-

ing the northern and eastern regions of Finland, was more

permanently inhabited beginning in the 1500s, pushing

existing nomadic Sami people farther north into Lapland.

Although Finland was a part of the Swedish Kingdom until

1809 and then became a semi-autonomous grand duchy

controlled by tsarist Russia until it gained independence

in 1917, immigration into western and especially eastern

Finland was relatively low until after the collapse of the

Soviet Union.22 Linguistically, the mother tongue of

roughly 5% of the population is Swedish, and both Finnish

and Swedish are taught at school. Bilingual Finns who

speak Swedish as their mother tongue live mostly in the

early-settlement region in restricted western and southern

coastal regions.

Because of serial bottlenecks in Finland, the site-fre-

quency spectrum is skewed toward more common variants

than in other European populations, and deleterious alleles

are more likely to be found in a homozygous state.16 The
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consequence of this is exemplified in the Finnish Disease

Heritage (FinDis) database, which to date contains 36

monogenic diseases that are much more common in Finns

than in any other population.23 Several complex diseases

also show strong regional clines within Finland. For

example, risk of schizophrenia and familial hypercholester-

olemia is greatest in northeastern Finland.24,25 Current

Finnish demographic models are primarily based on single

locus markers (i.e., the Y chromosome and mitochon-

dria),12,19,20 and a few studies have recently expanded to

incorporate autosomal data.22,26,27 Methods based on the

site-frequency spectrum consider sites independently and

are therefore optimized for inferring old demographic

events (>100 generations ago); by contrast, haplotype-

based demographic inference is optimized for detailing

population history during the period most relevant for

negatively selected traits (i.e., the last 100 genera-

tions).28–31 Multiple lines of evidence indicate that recent

history is particularly important for disadvantageous traits.

For example, long runs of homozygosity (ROH), a special

case of recent haplotype sharing, are enriched for delete-

rious variation,32 and increased ROH have been associated

with decreased educational attainment as well as intellec-

tual disability.33,34 Furthermore, allele dating techniques

indicate that pathogenic variants are on average consider-

ably younger than neutral variants.3

Prior studies have used haplotype-based inference of

pairwise sharing to query the recent demographic history

of other populations, for example those with massive,

densely connected genetic networks across the US.35 This

type of inference has provided regional insights into how

African American migration routes, which differ markedly

from those of European Americans, have changed since

the dawn of slavery in the US.36,37 High levels of haplotype

sharing have been observed in a number of other founder

populations, including the Druze;38 Ashkenazi and other

Jews;39–41 Indians;42 French Canadians;43 Hispanic/Latino

and Native Americans;44–46 European isolates;47–51 and

other European populations.30,52–54 However, few studies

have investigated recent demographic history in depth

with pairwise haplotype sharing in Finns, who are among

the best-studied population isolates.13,22,55

In this study, we combined biobank-scale genetic and

detailed birth-record data to assemble a comprehensive in-

quiry into recent population history by employing genetic

data from 43,254 Finnish individuals (�0.8% of Finland’s

total population) and 16,060 demographically distinct indi-

viduals from geographically or linguistically neighboring

countries, including Sweden, Estonia, Russia, and Hungary.

Although Finland is a poised example for population

insights fromhaplotype sharing because of its serial popula-

tionbottlenecks, our approachprovidesa general framework

for using haplotype sharing to reconstruct an integrative

view of recent population history within and across coun-

tries (e.g., elucidation of changes in migration, divergence,

and population size over time). Through these analyses, we

also demonstrate that elevated haplotype-sharing patterns
rican Journal of Human Genetics 102, 760–775, May 3, 2018 761



resulting from multiple population bottlenecks provide

insights into the origins of certain genetic diseases.
Material and Methods

Genotyping Datasets
Finnish samples were genotyped for various projects, all of which

have been published previously andmost of which were described

in Surakka et al.56 In brief, study participants were as follows:

European Network for Genetic and Genomic Epidemiology

(ENGAGE) Consortium, Myocardial Infarction Genetics Exome

Array Consortium,16 FINRISK (1992, 1997, 2002, and 2007) co-

horts, Northern Finland Birth Cohort 1966, Corogene controls

(which are also from FINRISK), Health 2000 samples from the

GenMets study, the Helsinki Birth Cohort Study, the Cardiovascu-

lar Risk in Young Finns Study, and the Finnish Twin Cohort. All

birth records are from the FINRISK study, which is a superset of

several projects. The FINRISK 1997 cohort contains municipal-

ity-level birth records (n ¼ 3,942), and the 2007 cohort contains

region-level birth records (n ¼ 5,448), which were genotyped

across different projects and/or arrays (Table S1). Swedish samples

used here were waves 5 and 6 (Sw5 and Sw6) and were genotyped

as part of a schizophrenia study.57 Swedish genotype data are avail-

able upon application from the National Institute of Mental

Health (NIMH) Genetics Repository (see Web Resources). Estonian

samples are from the Estonian Genome Center, University of

Tartu.58 Genotyping for individuals from St. Petersburg, Russia

was performed as a part of a starvation study ongoing at the Broad

Institute on a cohort previously described in Rotar et al.59 Hungar-

ian samples included in the study were genotyped as part of the

Hungarian Transdanubian Biobank.60 Genotyping details and

sample sizes are shown in Table S2.

Exome Sequencing Data and Quality Control
Exome sequencing data from multiple studies of Finnish individ-

uals were collected andharmonized as part of Sequencing Initiative

Suomi (SISU) study (Table S3). The Finnish sequence data process-

ing and variant calling is similar to that described previously.61 In

brief, we filtered these data so that what remained were exomes

with overlapping GWAS data from unrelated individuals in this

study (n ¼ 9,363), as described below in ‘‘Haplotypes Overlapping

Exome Variants.’’ These individuals were primarily from the

FINRISK study obtained through dbGaP.62 We performed sample

and variant quality control after joint calling to assess the relation-

shipbetween rare variationandpairwisehaplotype sharing.Wefirst

removed any individuals with missingness > 10% at sites where

allele frequency is greater than 0.001 and missingness is less than

10%. We then filtered to variants meeting genotype quality filters

as follows: genotype qualityR 20, depthR 10X, and allele balance

> 0.2. We then extracted variants present at least twice, with a call

rate > 0.8, and excluded variants that failed GATK VQSR quality.

Phasing and Imputation
All Finnish genotypes underwent quality control, phasing, and

imputation, as described previously.56 Imputation was performed

with the 1000 Genomes Project data.

Principal-Component Analysis
We combined best-guess genotypes for 43,254 Finnish individuals

whose variants had been imputed with info score > 0.99 across all
762 The American Journal of Human Genetics 102, 760–775, May 3,
arrays, including the Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP 6.0,

IlluminaHuman370k, 610k, 670k, Core Exome, andOmniExpress

arrays. This resulted in �3.4 million accurately imputed common

SNPs across all individuals. From these sites, we performed link-

age-disequilibrium (LD) pruning by using PLINK v1.90b3f63 and

keeping SNPs withminor-allele frequencey (MAF)> 0.05, missing-

ness< 10%, and R2% 0.50 by using a window size of 50 SNPs and a

5 SNP overlap between windows. PCs were computed across

232,332 sites for all Finnish individuals with flashpca.64 We also

generated a multi-population dataset of unrelated individuals

with birth records, when available, from Finland; Sweden; Estonia;

Hungary; and St. Petersburg, Russia. As before, we extracted best-

guess Finnish imputed sites with info score> 0.99.We also filtered

to individuals with %10% missingness, sites with %10% missing-

ness,MAFR 0.05, and LD R2< 0.5. Because of array heterogeneity,

we also filtered to sites on the Illumina Global Screening Array to

avoid removing all Russian individuals because of high missing-

ness. We then ran principal-component analysis (PCA) with

65,224 sites across n ¼ 11,287 individuals.
Genetic Divergence
We computed FST among geographical regions by using PLINK

v1.90b3f.63 For all analyses, we used the weighted Weir-Cocker-

ham FST estimate.
Genetic Relatedness
We identified the maximal set of unrelated individuals separated

by at least two degrees of relatedness by using KING v2.065 within

each population. We identified a maximal unrelated set of 34,737

Finnish individuals, 7,863 Swedish individuals, 6,328 Estonian

individuals, 294 Hungarian individuals, and 210 Russian

individuals.
Haplotype Calling
We generated two sets of haplotypes: one by using IBDseq to assess

effective population-size changes over time for Finland-only ana-

lyses,66 and another by using GERMLINE for all other analyses.67

We used IBDSeq rather than GERMLINE for the IBDNe analyses

because of previous recommendations68 stating that switch errors

in estimated haplotypes can cause erroneous haplotype breaks, re-

sulting in spuriously recent inferences regarding the time to most

recent common ancestor; IBDseq is less susceptible to these errors

because it does not rely on phased data as input.We ran IBDseq on

the maximal set of unrelated individuals with birth-record data

(n ¼ 9,008 individuals with 169,306 SNPs). To perform effective

population-size inferences per region, we took the subset of haplo-

types where both pairs of individuals were born in the same

region.

For all other analyses, we used haplotypes called with

GERMLINE. We first phased all genotype data together by using

Eagle v2.3.2.69 We then generated haplotype calls by using

GERMLINE (because of its computational tractability at large sam-

ple sizes) with the following parameters: -err_hom 0 -err_het

2 -bits 25 -h_extend -haploid. To investigate the decay of iden-

tity-by-descent (IBD) tract length, we used a minimum haplotype

size of 1 cM (�min_m 1) within each population for unrelated

samples with birth-record data and/or exome-sequencing data.

When assessing haplotype sharing across the full set of unrelated

genotyped Finns without respect to birth records, we set a mini-

mum haplotype size (--min_m) of 3 cM for computational tracta-

bility and reasonable storage sizes. We removed haplotypes that
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fall partially or fully within centromeres, telomeres, acrocentric

short chromosomal arms, heterochromatic regions, clones, and

contigs identified in the UCSC hg19 genome ‘‘gaps’’ table.

Because we had used imputed sites to harmonize genotype data

across arrays (albeit with very high fidelity with info score> 0.99),

we assessed haplotype calling concordance from imputed data

versus genotype-array data. As expected, we found high concor-

dance between genotyped and high-quality imputed sites across

datasets and geographical regions, especially for haplotypes longer

than 2–3 cM (Figure S7).
Haplotype Calling for Effective Population-Size Analyses
Variants imputed with an info score > 0.99 that intersected across

all six arrays on which Finnish samples were genotyped (Table S2)

were included in the haplotype analyses, resulting in 3.4 million

accurately imputed common SNPs across 43,254 individuals.

High-imputation-quality best-guess genotypes were subsequently

filtered to have MAF > 0.05, no indels, and LD R2 < 0.5. We ran

IBDNe across regions of Finland by taking the subset of pairs of in-

dividuals who were both born in the same region. Demographic

analyses included pairwise haplotypes for individuals from the

FINRISK 1997 and 2007 cohorts, which contained the following

number of individuals by region: 1,123 in region 1, 1,078 in region

2, 378 in region 4, 224 in region 5, 304 in region 6, 1,581 in region

7; 1,547 in region 8, 225 in region 9, 228 in region 10, 1,697 in re-

gion 11, and 184 in region 12 (region names are as in Table S4).
Mapping Cumulative Haplotype Sharing
Municipality-level maps of Finland, Sweden, and Estonia were

downloaded in R SpatialPolygonsDataFrame (file format S4)

format from the GADM database of Global Administrative Areas

(see Web Resources) on 9/14/2015, 4/13/2017, and 7/24/2017,

respectively. Pairwise sharing was computed for a maximal unre-

lated set of individuals (R2nd degree relatives) with municipality-

or region-level birth-record data (n ¼ 8,630 individuals total:

n ¼ 5,020 with municipality-level data from FR97, and

n ¼ 3,610 with region-level data from FR07). From each city, all

pairs where at least one individual had parents born within

80 km of each other and whose mean birth location was within

80 km of the city of interest were included. Municipalities are offi-

cial and were numbered as described in the Web Resources, with

three additional codes: 198 ¼ no home in Finland, 199 ¼ un-

known, and 200 ¼ abroad. To account for uncertainty when

only region-level data were available, even weights were assigned

to all municipalities within that region with the sum of the

weights equal to 1; in contrast, a single municipality was given a

weight of 1 in the municipality-level data.
Estimating Effective Migration Surfaces
We used estimating effective migration surfaces (EEMS) tool70 to

estimate migration and diversity relative to geographic distance.

We computed genetic dissimilarities for all unrelated pairwise indi-

viduals for whom municipality-level birth-record data were avail-

able and whose parents were both within 80 km; we used mean

parental latitude and longitude when the parents’ data differed.

We computed pairwise genetic dissimilarities by using the

bed2diffs tool provided with EEMS on the intersected Finnish

data, which included 232,332 SNPs for 2,706 individuals, as well

as on the intersected Finnish, Swedish, Estonian, and Russian

data, which included 88,080 genotyped SNPs across 10,993 indi-

viduals. We set the number of demes to 300 (but actually observed
The Ame
fewer than this) and adjusted the variances for all proposal distri-

butions of migration, diversity, and degree-of-freedom parameters

such that most were accepted 20%–30% of the time and all were

accepted 10%–40% of the time, per recommendations in the

manual. We increased the number of Markov chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) iterations, burn-in iterations, and thin iterations until

the MCMC converged.

Whereas Finland birth records used in this analysis are at the

municipality level, Swedish and Estonian birth records are at the

region level. Because of differing birth-record densities and bound-

aries in Finland-only versus multi-country analyses, there are

differing densities and numbers of observed demes. When setting

nDemes¼ 300 across Finland, Sweden, Estonia, and St Petersburg,

Russia, we observed 110 out of 274 demes. When setting

nDemes ¼ 300 across Finland alone, we observed 167 out of 266

demes.

Haplotypes Overlapping Exome Variants
All analyses of haplotypes paired with exome sequencing data

were performed with Hail version 0.1. To map IDs between the ge-

notype and exome sequencing data, we filtered genotype and

exome data to variants with at least 1% frequency and less than

10% missingness in each dataset and subsequently removed indi-

viduals with greater than 10% missingness. We intersected these

datasets, repeated the same filtering process, and identified 9,363

individuals with both data types by using the Hail IDB function,

which is equivalent to plink --genome (minimum pi_hat ¼
0.95). Using haplotypes called with GERMLINE, we filtered out re-

gions of the genome shared across all pairs at a rate greater than

three times the standard deviation above themean level of sharing

(Figure S6) for improved computational tractability and to remove

false positives that are common in regions of the genome with

very high levels of sharing. We performed this filtering to make

pairing of exome and haplotype pair data computationally trac-

table and remove false positives that are common in regions of

the genome with very high levels of sharing. We overlaid the

haplotype data with the exome data by using the annotate_var-

iants_table function and calculated the number of pairs of individ-

uals sharing haplotypes and genotypes for each variant (we

excluded singletons and variants that failed VQSR filtering) by us-

ing a custom script in the Hail expression language. In brief, we

determined the set of individuals carrying each genotype and

then iterated over the pairs of individuals who share haplotypes;

we counted cases where both members of the pair harbored the

same genotype. The number of pairs that did not share a given

genotypewas simply computed as the number of pairs with the ge-

notype ðn � ðn� 1Þ=2Þ minus the number of pairs that shared the

genotype. We subsequently annotated variants with VEP version

85 by using transcripts from Gencode v19 and the LOFTEE plugin

(Web Resources). We then computed a simple enrichment ratio for

haplotype sharing at exome sequencing variants shared among

heterozygous individuals (i.e., carriers) versus homozygous

reference individuals, as follows: ratio ¼ ððHeterozygous

pairs that share=All heterozygous pairsÞ=ðHomozygous reference pairs

that share= All homozygous reference pairsÞÞ. We stratified haplotype

enrichments across allele frequencies and predicted functional

variant consequence as well as variants known to cause diseases

in FinDis. Starting with a list of 50 FinDis annotated autosomal

variants, we found that 40 exome sequencing variants were poly-

morphic and had overlapping haplotypes. Table S5 contains

haplotype enrichments among carrier pairs relative to homozy-

gous reference individuals.
rican Journal of Human Genetics 102, 760–775, May 3, 2018 763



Figure 1. Identity-by-Descent Haplotype Sharing and Genetic Divergence across Regions of Finland
(A) Regionalmap of Finland. Region names are shown in Table S4. Thin lines within regions representmunicipality boundaries. Region 3
corresponds to the Åland Islands (not shown), a small Swedish-speaking archipelago in the Gulf of Bothnia.
(B) Distribution of average pairwise shared IBD segments in Finland (N¼ 7,669), specifically within two birth regions defined previously
as having >95% posterior probability of clustering geographically in the early-settlement region (ESR; n ¼ 428) and late-settlement
region (LSR; n ¼ 592),22 Estonia (n ¼ 6,328), Sweden (n ¼ 7,863), and Hungary (n ¼ 294). All individuals included are unrelated and
ancestrally representative of a given region or country. Numbers indicate average pairwise haplotypes shared at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cM
in Finland and Sweden.
(C) Hierarchical clustering of genetic similarity, as measured by 1 � FST across regions of Finland. Regions are numbered as in Table S4.
(D) Hierarchical clustering of cumulative IBD (minimum haplotypeR 3 cM) sharing across regions of Finland. Regions are numbered as
in Table S4.
Results

Population Substructure across Regions of Finland

To investigate fine-scale population structure within

Finland, we assembled a panel of 43,254 Finnish individ-

uals (Table S2, Material and Methods). We performed

PCA on all individuals and used the subset of individuals
764 The American Journal of Human Genetics 102, 760–775, May 3,
with recorded birth record data to show that genetic varia-

tion in Finland broadly reflects geographical birthplace

(Material and Methods, Figure 1A); we found highly signif-

icant correlations between PC1 and longitude (r ¼ �0.72,

p < 1 3 10�200) and between PC2 and latitude (r ¼ �0.55,

p < 13 10�200). The PCA and birth-record data also reflect

variability in sampling and population density; high
2018



Figure 2. Geographically Structured Haplotype Sharing between Pairs of Individuals across Finland
We used genetic data to take the subset of pairs of individuals whose birth records indicate that both parents were born within 80 km
(�50 miles) of each other. For each panel, we further took the subset of haplotypes from pairs of individuals in which at least one of the
individual pairs lives within 80 km of cities indicated by red asterisks. Thinner lines outline municipalities, and thicker lines outline
regions. The color shaded in each municipality indicates the weighted mean of cumulative IBD sharing for haplotypes R 3 cM.
Finland-wide city comparisons are grouped into three categories (note different scales for each): (A) major cities, (B) western cities,
and (C) eastern cities.

(legend continued on next page)
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density in Helsinki and Turku contrasts with low density in

the northernmost Lapland region (Figures S1A and S1B).

Mean PC1 and PC2 across birth regions closely mirror

geographical patterns, with the exception of southern

Finland (region 1), which projects closer to central Finland

than expected geographically; containing the capital city

of Helsinki, southern Finland is the most populous region

of Finland and consequently draws from across the coun-

try (Figures S1B and S1C). We also assessed genetic diver-

gence across regions in Finland and identified relatively

high levels of regional divergence in Finland compared

to other European countries, e.g., the UK, Germany, Swe-

den, and Estonia;26,71 mean FST between region pairs was

0.001 (Figure S1C). These results are consistent with an

additional Finnish bottleneck with respect to nearby

countries.

Regionally across Finland, we identified geographical

clusters with high degrees of similarity. For example,

Southern Savonia, Northern Karelia, and Northern Savonia

(regions 6, 7, and 8, respectively) exhibit high degrees of

genetic similarity (Figure 1C). We also identified genetic

similarity clusters in the southern central regions of South-

ern Finland, Tavastia, Southern Karelia, and Central

Finland (i.e., regions 1, 4, 5, and 9); western coastal regions

of Southwest Finland and Ostrobothnia (2 and 10); and

northern regions of Northern Ostrobothnia and Lapland

(11 and 12). By comparing parent and offspring birth-

places, we show that within a single generation, offspring

across Finland tend to move south, e.g., toward Helsinki

(Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sided test between and child’s

and mean parents’ latitude: p ¼ 8.7 3 10�3 (Figure S2).

Population Bottlenecks in Finland Are Reflected in

Identity-by-Descent Sharing

To better understand the recent population history of

Finland, we computed pairwise IBD sharing across all unre-

lated Finnish pairs of individuals (Material and Methods,

Figures 1B and 1D). We performed hierarchical clustering

of cumulative IBD sharing across pairs of individuals

within and between regions of Finland, and we identified

excess sharing in eastern Finland (regions 6, 7, and 8)

compared with southwestern Finland (regions 1, 2, 4,

and 10), where sharing was depleted (Figure 1D).

Compared to genetic similarity from common variants

(Figure 1C), haplotype-based clustering is more consistent

with historical records that have documented the early-

versus late-settlement regions in southwest and northeast

Finland, respectively. Nonetheless, pairwise regional IBD

and FST are highly correlated (Mantel test r ¼ 0.89,

p< 13 10�4 with 1,000Monte Carlo repetitions). Previous
For each city, the number of unique individuals whose parents are b
across Finland are as follows: n ¼ 152 in Helsinki, 677,844 total p
comparisons; n ¼ 102 in Tampere, 457,419 total pairwise comp
n ¼ 185 in Oulu, 821,955 total pairwise comparisons; n ¼ 13 in Ro
2,406,915 total pairwise comparisons; n ¼ 363 in Ilomantsi, 1,580,5
total pairwise comparisons.
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work on serial founder effects showed that global genetic

divergence increases with geographical distance,72 and

we recapitulated this finding at the sub-country level

within Finland (Figure S3A); we also identified decaying

IBD sharing with increasing geographical distance within

Finland (Figure S3B).

Because Finland historically has shared trade, language,

and migration with neighboring countries and/or regions,

including Sweden; Estonia; and St. Petersburg, Russia, we

compared the relative level of allelic and haplotypic

sharing within each population. We also compared these

genetic data with individuals from Hungary because

although it is geographically distal, it shares common

linguistic roots; Finnish is a Uralic language that forms

an outgroup to most European languages but is related to

Estonian and Hungarian. Comparing pairwise IBD sharing

within each of these countries, we found that cumulative

IBD sharing between pairs of individuals is on average

significantly greater across pairs of individuals in Finland

than in Sweden, Estonia, Russia, and Hungary, which is

expected from the Finnish population bottleneck (cumula-

tive total of tracts R 1 cM in length: mSweden ¼ 22.9 cM

versus mFinland ¼ 107.0 cM, p < 1 3 10�50). Consistent

with this observation, the average pair of Finns shares

more haplotypes than the average pair in the other coun-

tries compared here, and these haplotypes are also longer:

for example, 5.6 haplotypes R 3 cM shared in Finland

versus an order of magnitude fewer (0.5 haplotypes R 3

cM) in Sweden (Figure 1B).

Recent Gene Flow and Migration Inference from IBD

Sharing

We coupled haplotype sharing between pairs of individ-

uals with municipality- and region-level birth-record data

to determine relative rates of sharing among fine-scale

locations in Finland. We used pairwise IBD to take the sub-

set of individuals in which both parents were born within

80 km (�50 miles) of each other. For each analysis, we

further took the subset of pairs of individuals in which at

least one individual had municipality-level birth records

from within 80 km of a given city and assessed average

pairwise IBD with other individuals across municipalities

and regions of Finland. By comparing pairwise sharing

from different Finnish cities, we found that IBD sharing

is very uneven throughout the country, varying by

several-fold, and that different geographical regions

exhibit considerable substructure with differential IBD

sharing patterns (Figure 2). This fine-scale structure is

most likely driven by multiple bottlenecks, recent migra-

tion patterns, and variable population density (e.g.,
oth from within an 80 km radius and total pairwise comparisons
airwise comparisons; n ¼ 227 in Turku, 1,003,794 total pairwise
arisons; n ¼ 50 in Vaasa, 225,525 total pairwise comparisons;
vaniemi, 58,877 total pairwise comparisons; n ¼ 566 in Kuopio,
02 total pairwise comparisons; and n ¼ 25 in Kuusamo, 113,075
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genetic diversity is higher, and thus IBD sharing is lower, in

densely populated Helsinki than many rural areas because

Helsinki ancestors have more diverse origins).

Haplotype sharing is on average lowest when at least

one individual lives in a major southern Finnish city

(Figure 2A). Specifically, pairwise haplotype sharing is rela-

tively low across Finland when at least one individual lives

in Helsinki, Turku, and Tampere, which exhibit the lowest

structure of cities compared here. Among individuals born

in Helsinki, a relatively young capital (it became so in

1812), there is a subtle structure indicated by greater haplo-

type sharing with eastern Finland than western Finland on

average; in contrast, individuals from the historical capital

of Turku have more elevated haplotype sharing with

nearby southwestern Finland (Figure 2). IBD sharing

among western coastal cities (e.g., Vaasa, Oulu, and Rova-

niemi) are intermediate and show varying patterns of

regional haplotype sharing (Figure 2B). For example,

Vaasa, a bilingual city with mostly Finnish and Swedish

speakers surrounded by municipalities where people

mostly speak Swedish, shows restricted patterns of elevated

sharing specifically in Ostrobothnia (region 10). In

contrast, Oulu and Rovaniemi in Northern Ostrobothnia

and Lapland (regions 11 and 12) show broadly elevated

patterns of sharing in the late-settlement region and

depleted sharing in the early-settlement area. IBD sharing

is generally highest among individuals living in north-

eastern cities in the late-settlement region (e.g., Kuopio,

Ilomantsi, or Kuusamo); more structure is evident in the

cosmopolitan cities, and greater sharing is evident in the

late-settlement region (Figure 2C). Of all cities investi-

gated, Kuusamo shows the most elevated IBD sharing: in

haplotypes > 3 cM, �60 Mb on average is shared with

nearby individuals, whereas �5–15 Mb is shared near

Helsinki, Turku, and Tampere.

Fine-Scale Population Differentiation and Migration

Rate Inference between Finland and Nearby Countries

We assessed howmuch sharing occurs within and between

regions of Finland and neighboring countries and/or

regions, including Sweden; Estonia; St. Petersburg, Russia;

and Hungary (Figure 3A). PCA recapitulates geographic

boundaries and Finnish bottlenecks: PC1 separates

Finland from non-Finnish Europeans, and PC2 separates

non-Finnish European populations along a cline

(Figure 3B).58,73 Birth regions also recapitulate expected

trends; for example, southern Finns project closer in PCA

space with northern Estonians than with individuals

from other regions of either country (Figure 3B). Hierarchi-

cal clustering of genetic divergence (FST) within and

between regions and countries demonstrates that diver-

gence is typically smallest within countries, with the

exception of Finland and the northernmost Swedish

region, Norrbotten, which neighbors Finnish Lapland.

These two areas cluster together, albeit with the greatest

divergence within Finland plus Norrbotten (Figure S1D).

Together with the migration-rate analysis, our results sug-
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gest that although Norrbotten is most genetically similar

to Finnish Lapland, a migration barrier still separates these

two counties. Individuals from the southwest coastal

regions of Finland (regions 1, 2, 10, and 4; i.e., Southern

Finland, Southwestern Finland, Ostrobothnia, and Tavas-

tia) are more genetically similar to cosmopolitan Swedes

than other Finns are (Figure S1D, Figure 3A). The diver-

gence is greatest (FST �0.01) between eastern Finland

(regions 6, 7, 8; i.e., Southern Savonia, North Karelia, and

Northern Savonia) and the regions located within Hungary

and southern Estonia (regions 30, 34, and 36) (Figure S1D).

The elevated IBD sharing in Finland and the elevated diver-

gence in relation to neighboring countries supports the

utility of haplotypes for investigating recent population

history as well as IBD mapping for identifying rare associ-

ations.74

We also utilized the granular birth records to investigate

geospatial migration rates (m) in Finland and among

neighboring countries. We used a spatially explicit statisti-

cal model to estimate effective migration surfaces (via

EEMS) by measuring effective migration rates from genetic

differentiation (i.e., resistance distance) across neighboring

demes.70 By measuring the genetic distance between

evenly spaced demes relative to other pairs of demes across

Finland and/or neighboring countries, we inferred loca-

tions where migration was uncommon (such locations

are referred to as migration barriers and are depicted in

dark orange) and where migration excesses occurred (these

locations are depicted in blue) (Figures 3C and 3D). Across

Finland, we found variable migration rates, many of which

are consistent with known historical events (Figure 3C).

For example, we identify migration barriers generally sepa-

rating the early and late settlement area (i.e., between Tam-

pere and Kuopio) as well as the northernmost Lapland re-

gion from the rest of Finland. In contrast, within

Finland, there is increased migration in and directly sur-

rounding several coastal cities, including Helsinki, Turku,

Vaasa, and Oulu.

When one considers migration rates among individuals

with birth records from Finland; Sweden; Estonia; and

St. Petersburg, Russia (Figure 3D), the major migration

routes within Finland remain broadly consistent. For

example, a barrier to migration between the early and

late settlement regions between Tampere and Kuopio

remain, along with a barrier of migration into Lapland.

The starkest difference is a barrier to migration along

nearly the entire Finnish border (Figure 3D), most likely

due to the absence of some neighboring comparison

demes in Figure 3C (see also Figure S5), indicating little sig-

nificant migration into Finland in the last 100 generations,

consistent with the described patterns of low frequency

variation presenting as a bottleneck or isolate. Apart from

migration rate inferences along the border, subtle changes

within Finland are most likely due to additional smooth-

ing because of a larger area over which demes are spread

(Material and Methods, Figure S5). Migration rates within

Sweden are most elevated in southern regions near the
rican Journal of Human Genetics 102, 760–775, May 3, 2018 767



Figure 3. Migration Rates and Haplotype Sharing within Finland and Between Neighboring Countries
(A) Map of regional Finnish, Swedish, and Estonian birthplaces. A purple triangle indicates St. Petersburg, Russia. Hungary is not shown.
Finnish, Swedish, and Estonian region labels are shown in Table S4.
(B) PCA of unrelated individuals, colored by birth region (if available; otherwise, by country) as shown in (A).
(C and D)Migration rates inferred with EEMS. Values and colors indicate inferred rates,m: shades of blue indicate logarithmically higher
migration at a given point on average (i.e., log(m) ¼ 1 corresponds to effective migration that is 10-fold faster than the average), and
shades of orange indicate migration barriers. (C) Migration rates among municipalities in Finland. (D) Migration rates within and
between Finland; Sweden; Estonia; and St. Petersburg, Russia.
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Figure 4. Effective Population Size over
Time by Birth Region in Finland
Representative regions within the early- and
late-settlement regions are numbered as
shown in Table S4. Dashed lines indicate
the time at which the minimum Ne over
the last 50 generations occurred in each
region. The number of individuals in each
region is shown in Figure S4. Error bars indi-
cate 95% bootstrap confidence interval.
largest cities, including Stockholm and Uppsala. As specu-

lated previously,58 migration rates are generally elevated

within Estonia but depleted along the west coast and

between Tallinn and Tartu; rates are also depleted between

the Estonia mainland and both Finland and Sweden. The

strongest barriers to migration in and near Sweden are in

the northwest as well as along the northwestern Finnish

border separating Finnish Lapland and Sweden, although

there are notably few individuals either sampled or living

there, resulting in increased noise.

Regional Recent Effective Population Size Changes over

Time

Haplotype sharing also enables an assessment of fluctua-

tions in effective population size over time and across

geographical regions.We inferred changes in effective popu-

lation size over recent time across birth regions in Finlandby

using the haplotype-based IBDNemethod.68 Across all birth

regions, we identified a population expansion in the last 50

generations from around 103 to 105 and 106 (Figure 4 and

Figure S4). The region with the largest current effective pop-

ulation size is SouthernFinland (region 1, currentNe¼ 1.33

106, 95% CI ¼ [5.5 3 105, 2.8 3 106]), which contains the

capital city of Helsinki; these findings closely approximate

current census data (current census population ¼ �1.6 3

106). We inferred that Lapland (region 12), the northern-

most and least populated region, had the least growth: cur-

rentNe¼ 6.93 104, 95%CI¼ [4.93 104, 8.83 104] (current

censuspopulation¼�1.83105). The inferred effectivepop-

ulation size is expected to be smaller than the census size

because the census size includes multiple generations, vari-

ance in reproductive rates, and other factors.68

When comparing the early- and late-settlement regions,

we found consistently earlier onset of population expan-

sions in the early-settlement region. In the early-settle-

ment region, for example, the population began expand-
The American Journal of Huma
ing around 30–40 generations ago

(circa 760–060 AD, if we assume a gen-

eration time of 30 years75). In contrast,

the late-settlement region began ex-

panding between approximately 15

and 25 generations ago (circa 1210–

1510 AD) and had lower minimum

effective population sizes (Figure 4).

We also found significant evidence of

a geographical cline, wherein popula-
tions began expanding earlier in regions farther south (r

¼ 0.79, p ¼ 4.2 3 10�3). For example, whereas Southern

Finland and Southwestern Finland (regions 1 and 2) began

growing �36 generations ago, the northernmost region of

Lapland (region 12) only began growing �21 generations

ago. We also infer larger current effective population sizes

in the early- rather than late-settlement region, consistent

with a higher population density for Finland in the early-

settlement region. Together, the estimation of the regional

expansion of the population in conjunction with IBD

sharing within and betweenmunicipalities provides a clear

picture of the population history as calculated entirely

from genetic analysis of the modern Finnish population.

Haplotype Insights into Disease

To better understand the utility of IBD sharing for rare-

variant interpretation, we coupled haplotype tracts with

exome sequencing data (Material and Methods). A key

consideration here is the quality and consistency of haplo-

type calls. To call the primary haplotypes used throughout

this study, we used phased best-guess genotypes from very

high-quality imputed sites (info score > 0.99) as input in

GERMLINE to ensure overlap across several genotyping

arrays. To look at an explicitly genotyped set, we compared

haplotypes from the imputed set to haplotypes for overlap-

ping samples genotyped as part of the ENGAGE consortium

on the IlluminaCoreExome array because these had the

largest number of individuals for whom birth records were

available and who were also genotyped on a single array

(Table S1 and Table S2). By phasing these overlapping sam-

ples and calling haplotypes separately, we could assess the

fraction of haplotypes that overlapped, that were genotype

specific, and that were imputation specific as a function of

haplotype length and geography (Figure S7). As expected,

shorter haplotypes (i.e., < 1.5 cM) were less concordant

across call sets. In contrast, longer haplotypes were more
n Genetics 102, 760–775, May 3, 2018 769



Figure 5. Haplotype Sharing Enrichment across Variant Classes and in Finnish Heritage Diseases
(A) Haplotype sharing enrichment among pairs of individuals who are heterozygous versus homozygous reference (Material and
Methods). Variant class curves differ most at the very low to low frequency ranges. The normal confidence intervals show the standard
errors for each variant class.
(B)–(E) Allele frequency maps for known Finnish heritage disease variants. The same allele frequency scale is included for each of these
plots and is shown on the bottom right. (B) AGU, Aspartylglucosaminuria. (C) CCD, congenital chloride diarrhea. (D) CNA2, cornea
plana 2. (E) MKS, Meckel syndrome.
Additional haplotype summaries of these variants are shown in Table 1.
concordant across call sets; a plateau beganbetween 2 and3

cM.We comparedhaplotype concordance across geograph-

ical regions, including the early- and late-settlement re-

gions, and found highly consistent concordance, indi-

cating that haplotype calls from high-quality imputed

sites do not induce haplotype calling error rates that vary

by geography specifically within Finland (Figure S7).

Because haplotype sharing rates differ substantially across

populations (Figure 1), this empirical relationship will

most likely varywithpopulationhistory (e.g., longerhaplo-

type thresholdswillmost likely be useful in Swedenbecause

the true rate of haplotype sharing is an order of magnitude

lower for haplotypes > 3 cM). This empirical framework
770 The American Journal of Human Genetics 102, 760–775, May 3,
provides a valuable metric for assessing the appropriate

threshold for reliably discovering high-fidelity IBD seg-

ments in different populations.

Because previous work in population genetics has sug-

gested that haplotype lengths provide insight into the age

of alleles76 and that younger alleles are more likely to be

deleterious,3 we quantified the extent of haplotype sharing

across predicted functional classes of variants and across

genotype states. We found, as expected, that there is gener-

allymore haplotype sharing at the rare end of the allele-fre-

quency spectrum (Figure 5A). Additionally, we identified

greater haplotype sharing at the rarest allele frequencies

in the predicted relative order of deleteriousness among
2018



Table 1. Enrichment of Haplotype Sharing that Overlaps FinDis Variants

Disease Code Gene rsID Chr Pos Ref Alt Freq
Reference
Pair Ratio Carrier Pair Ratio

Haplotype
Enrichment

AGU AGA rs121964904 4 178359918 C G 0.79% 0.02 0.25 10.4

CNA2 KERA rs121917858 12 91449319 T C 0.52% 0.03 0.82 23.5

CCD SLC26A3 rs386833491 7 107427289 AACC A 0.60% 0.02 0.90 36.1

MKS CC2D2A rs116358011 4 15538697 C T 0.30% 0.03 0.38 14.4

Haplotype enrichment is computed as in Figure 5 and the Material and Methods (in brief, the rate of haplotype sharing among pairs of heterozygous individuals
per total number of heterozygous pairs relative to homozygous reference pairs). AGU, aspartylglucosaminuria; CNA2, cornea plana 2; CCD, congenital chloride
diarrhea; MKS, Meckel syndrome.
See Table S5 for all reviewed FinDis variants.
missense variants (i.e., probably damaging > possibly

damaging> benign), all of which exhibit greater haplotype

sharing than synonymous variants. CpGsmodestly disrupt

haplotype patterns at the rarest allele frequencies (Figure 5A

and Figure S8), which ismost likely a product ofmutational

recurrence. Haplotype sharing rates are similar both in loss-

of-function and missense-constrained genes (Figure S9),

and these rates show similar signatures ofmutational recur-

rence modestly disrupting haplotype sharing at CpG sites.

We also assessed the overlap of haplotypes for several

known disease variants from the FinDis database (Material

andMethods, Figures 5B and 5C). Across the genome, there

is a 3% chance that two unselected Finns share a R1cM

haplotype at any position. Considering a set of disease var-

iants with 0.25%–1% frequency, we first confirmed that

indeed homozygous reference individuals (non-carriers)

share a haplotype spanning the mutation site at this same

background rate. For pairs of individuals who are both car-

riers of a FinDis variant, however, the likelihood of sharing

a haplotypeR1 cM is an order of magnitude higher (�30%

or higher, Table 1). This enrichment of sharing among car-

riers belies the conceptual framework of IBD mapping,

highlighting the power to detect rare, disease-associated

loci.We focused on several validated causal variants known

to confer disease (Table 1 and Table S5); such variants

included alleles of the in-frame deletion of rs386833491

(ref ¼ AACC and alt ¼ A in Table 1), which is known to

confer congenital chloridediarrhea. This allele is not imput-

able with the standard 1000 Genomes Project reference

panel. We find a significant enrichment of haplotype

lengths among pairs of individuals who are both heterozy-

gous (mean length ¼ 6.7 cM) versus both homozygous

reference (mean length¼ 5.6 cM) for the rs386833491 dele-

tion (t test p¼5.3310�71, Figure S10). This deletion ismost

likely slightly more enriched for haplotype sharing beyond

the other FinDis variants because of the regional specificity

and origins in the late-settlement region (Figure 5C).
Discussion

Bringing together genetic and birth-record data, we have

constructed one of the most comprehensive genetic
The Ame
studies of population history to date. By coupling Finnish

population history with spatial genetic analyses, we have

inferred the timing of bottlenecks and expansions,

deduced movement across Finland and neighboring coun-

tries, and assessed divergence and similarity during recent

epochs. Our results demonstrate that prior dichotomous

descriptions of the early- versus late-settlement regions

correlate with our findings but are insufficient to explain

the multi-generational continuous southwest-to-northeast

migration trends that correspond with additional bottle-

neck signatures. We have recapitulated the observation

that genes mirror geography at a broad scale,77 but we

have shown that at a more granular level within this

founder population, demographic fluctuations have been

spatially structured by the local environment and other

movement-inhibiting or movement-accelerating factors

such as linguistic or cultural differences and forced migra-

tion events, e.g., by Swedish kings. This comprehensive

study of Finnish population history was especially power-

ful for investigations of recent history over the last 100

generations through statistical analyses of pairwise

genomic sharing via haplotypes among fine-scale regions.

The concept that haplotype tracts assessed from com-

mon-variant GWAS arrays can provide insight into both

population history and rare disease without sequencing

data harkens back to the International HapMap Project

and earlier.10 Although these ideas have been around for

decades, their implementation in biobank-scale data is

now feasible and shows promise in isolated popula-

tions.78 Using data from Finland, we demonstrate that

haplotypes provide insight into the evolutionary timeline

and class of variants of greatest interest for this study:

recent population history over the past 100 generations

and rare, deleterious variants. Coupled with birth-record

data, haplotype tracts allow deeper insight into fine-scale

substructure, including differential sharing within and

across coastal and inland municipalities in the early- and

late-settlement regions of Finland, than common allele

approaches alone.

Finland is particularly amenable for an investigation of

recent population history because it has gone through

multiple well-documented bottlenecks, has considerable

population substructure compared to those of many other
rican Journal of Human Genetics 102, 760–775, May 3, 2018 771



countries,22,26,27 and has a universal health care system

with integrated registry information. The relatively high

genetic divergence between the early- and late-settlement

regions has been well documented in prior genetic ana-

lyses; we demonstrate much more granular resolution

into differential rates of haplotypes across Finland at the

level of municipality: for example, the several-fold differ-

ences in cumulative sharing across Finland between major

urban southwest cities (e.g., Turku and Helsinki) and iso-

lated late-settlement regions (e.g., Kuusamo).

The founder effects in Finland have resulted in a massive

enrichment of longer haplotypes in Finns relative to non-

Finnish European neighbors. Additionally, these effects

have depleted genetic diversity overall and increased rela-

tively common deleterious variants with respect to non-

Finnish Europeans.16 A consequence of these bottleneck

signatures is the utility of population-based linkage anal-

ysis for discovering deleterious variants at the rare end of

the frequency spectrum. Many of the founder mutations

contributing to the FinDis database were originally discov-

ered through family-based linkage analysis.23 The emer-

gence of biobank-scale genetic and clinical data allows

researchers to use population-based linkage analysis to

discover rare-variant associations with previously undis-

covered diseases or in populations where risk was previ-

ously unrealized, such as in the case of a rare orthopedic

collagen disorder that conferred extreme short stature

and dysmorphic features in Puerto Ricans.78 Our work

and previous studies suggest that coupling population-

based linkage analysis with electronic health records

provides a powerful tool for gaining rare-disease insights,

particularly in populations that have gone through a

historical bottleneck.29,78,79 Furthermore, researchers can

query the role of these rare variants in complex disease

by using GWAS arrays to construct kinship matrices from

pairwise haplotype sharing to understand amore complete

spectrum of allele frequencies in overall heritability.80,81

This study demonstrates the utility of haplotype sharing

for historical demographic inference and for identifying

rare variants that confer risk of rare disorders in isolated

populations, such as Finland, that have data from unified

health care registries.
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